
Cognition and Emotion

Part I: Introduction 
What is cognition?

1. Introduction

1.1 The relation between cognition and emotion

Basic assumption: there is a fundamental distinction between cognition and emotion

“If we fancy some strong emotion, and then try to abstract from our consciousness of it all the 
feelings of its bodily symptom, we find we have nothing left behind, no “mind-stuff” out of which 
the emotion can be constituted, and that a cold and neutral state of intellectual perception is all 
that remains (James, 1884).”

Fundamental distinction: which one though?

- Automacity? (“Spur of the moment”)

- Embodiment? (E.g. facial expressions)

- Poor encapsulation? (E.g. sadness): verspreidt naar alle aspecten (bv. Verdriet -> depressie)

Cognition is also automatically

When you read above (not emotional) you make small movements up (embodiment)

Cognition also affects perception, emotion, … (poor encapsulation)


Let’s be pragmatic though: the distinction is omnipresent in research

- Cognition as a determinant of emotion


- E.g. appraisal theories 

- Emotion as a determinant of cognition 


- E.g. feeling afraid leads to overestimation of danger (e.g., De Jong, 2015)


2. Some definition and taxonomies

Houwer, J. D. (2011). Why the cognitive approach in psychology would profit from a functional 
approach and vice versa. Perspectives on Psychological Science, 6(2), 202-209.


2.1 Three levels of analysis (Marr, 1982)


Functional: for example, screaming is explained by angry dog (stimulus + output)

Algoritmic: cognitive, mediation, explanandum


2.2 Automaticity versus non-automaticity

Moors, A. (2013). Automaticity. In D. Reisberg (Ed.), The Oxford handbook of cognitive psychology 
(pp. 163-175). Oxford: Oxford University Press.

Kahneman: “System 1” is fast, instinctive AND emotional; “system 2” is slower, more deliberate, 
AND logical 

-> FALSE


Characteristics of automatic processes:

- Uncontrolled

- Unaware

- Efficient

- Fast

Characteristics of non-automatic processes:

- Controlled (intentional)

- Aware

- Non-efficient
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- Slow 


Controlled vs. Uncontrolled:

A process  is controlled when a person has a goal about the process and this goal causes the 
desired effect.

A process is uncontrolled when one or more ingredients (the effect, the goal, or the causal 
relation) are missing.

Subtype 1: ‘promoting type’ (intentional)

- The goal to engage in the process -> process occurs

Subtype 2: ‘counteracting typ’

- Goal to stop the process -> end of process

- Goal to alter the process -> alteration of the process

- Goal to avoid the process -> preventing the process


Aware vs. unaware

The distinction can be applied to three different elements of the process:

- The stimulus-input of the process

- The output of the process

- The process itself (relation between input and output, tricky one)

Some people say you can never be aware of every step of a process


Efficient vs. non-efficient: 

A process is efficient when it consumes little or no attentional capacity (quantity)

Two aspects of attention:

- Quantity

- Direction (spotlight)

Attention can be directed at:

- Input

- Process itself


Fast vs. slow: 

A fast process is one with a short duration; a slow process is one with a long duration. The 
stimulus may be presented briefly or for a long time.


Characteristics (non-)automatic processes: is it all or nothing?

The implication of this view for the diagnosis of automaticity is the following. One cannot simply 
diagnose a process as automatic or nonautomatic. One can examine whether certain features of 
automaticity are present or absent, or the degree to which they are present. This allows one to 
diagnose a process as more or less automatic. The assumption that features are conceptually and 
logically separable has the implication that each feature has to be investigated separately. The 
presence of one feature cannot be inferred from the presence of another feature.


Exercise: Stroop (1935)

“Name the ink color while ignoring the meaning of the word.”

Is the Stroop effect caused by automatic processes?

-> despite the presence of a counteracting goal, etc


“Problem-solving while letting it rest” (I.e., little attention, but still slow/etc)


2.3 Rule based vs. associative

Functional: black box explanation

Algoritmic: mediation (for beer: price x number computation)


2.5 Aboutness aspect and phenomenal aspect of a process/mental state

Intentional content: “aboutness is the hallmark of the mental”(e.g., I believe that …)

-> Quid pain?

Aboutness: typically about something “I believe that dogs are nice animals”, “I love my wife”

Pain is there, a mental state, but doesn’t have intentional content


Phenomenal aspect: subjective quality (‘qualia’)
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Qualia: what is it like? A blind person can know everything about color, but they don’t have the 
subjectiveness of experience

-> “hard problem of consciousness”

"Philosophical zombie”: acts exactly like any other person, but doesn’t have a subjective state

Representation -> aboutness

Like a picture in the brain


3. What is cognition?

Cognition (C) is a contrastive notion. It derives its meaning from the category with which it is 
contrasted (NC). 

Moors, A. (2007). Can cognitive methods be used to study the unique aspect of emotion: An 
appraisal theorist's answer. Cognition and Emotion, 21(6), 1238-1269.
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The topological account: cognition in the brain, NC everywhere else

The mentalist account: brain is also NC, cognition is imaginary 


Emotion causation

A. What is an emotion?

1. Episodes with a relatively short duration, strong intensity, and clear target (versus, for 

example, disposition or mood)

2. Evoked by a stimulus (external or internal; e.g., memories)

3. Exists of multiple components 


- Motivational: action tendencies 

- Somatic: physiological responses

- Cognitive: appraisal (goal relevance, (in)congruence)

- Subjective: experience/feelings

- Motor: behavior


4. Important (goal relevance, (in)congruence)

5. Control precedence: action tendencies

6. Synchronisity 

7. Affect program (physiological responses): specialized brain circuit (Amygdala)

8. Spontaneous irrational behavior? you can’t control it, but emotion isn’t necessarily irrational, it 

is to soothe needs, about things that are important to you

9. Postive/negative? (Experience/feelings)

10. Subjective criteria


- Constructivist theories:

- The concepts emotion, fear, anger, sadness, etc. are just ‘folk theory’ 

- problems with objective criteria to delineate the set of emotions

- problems with objective criteria to delineate subsets of emotions (e.g., fear, sadness, 

anger) 

- Too vague to use as scientific theories


Function of the cognitive component: stimulus evaluation or appraisal 

Function of the motivational component and the peripheral part of the somatic component: 
preparation and support of action 

Motivation: inclination or goal to act

Function of the central part of the somatic component: support of all the other components (all 
components are implemented in the brain)

Function of the motor component: action execution


B. Emotion causation

B.1 The ideal emotion theory

1. The theory of James

1.1 Theory


- Components in counter-intuitive order: we typically analyze a situation in daily life 

- You feel fearful -> you run away

- James says it’s the other way around


- Differentiation/intensity? -> unique pattern of physiological responses / expressive behavior 
and its intensity


- Elicitation/differentiation/intensity?

- Elicitation problem remains!


- Difficult to interpret set of findings
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1.2 Evidence

a) Specific physiological response patterns and facial expressions?

Physiological response: no!

Facial expressions: yes/no


b) Separation peripheral/central -> reduced emotional experience?

Hohmann (1966): surveying feelings of patients with spinal cord injury: reduced emotional 
experience, but no absence of it

Chwalisz et al. (1988): no replication of the reduced emotional experience

On top of that: feedback of facial expressions (so still peripheral feedback)?


c) Evoking emotions via physical stimulation?

Facial feedback hypothesis (Strack, Martin, & Stepper, 1988)

Participants/students exposed to cartoons

Forcing people to smile (marker between teeth) makes people judge the cartoons more positively

BUT … unsuccessful large-scale replication (Wagenmakers et al.; total N = 1894)

However, F. Strack questions the use of psychology students and of cameras in the replication 
project.


2. The theory of Schachter

2.1 Theory


Cf. the criticism that there is no physiological response pattern X for every emotion X

-> conscious?

- Intensity of the emotion = f(intensity of the arousal)

- Differentiation of the emotion = f(cognitive attribution)

- No solution for elicitation problem!


2.2 Evidence


Idealized pattern, main findings

-> not perfect


2.3 Criticism

a) … targeted at the epinephrine experiment 

- Results are not as straightforward as the “textbook version” suggest (Power & Dalgleish, 1997)
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- Failed replication by Marshal and Zimbardo (1979)

- A review concludes that attribution may intensify emotion, but does not explain differentiation 

of emotion (Reisenzein, 1983).


b) … targeted at the theory (Kunst-Wilson & Zajonc, 1980)

-> Does cognition precede emotion?

(Not the shift from emotion to valence though …)

Shape presented 7 x 1 ms

Recognition: 50% for both the presented shape and a not presented shape

-> Presented so briefly that people are not aware

When asked about preference, people did prefer the shape that was presented

Note that the impact of the Kunst-Wilson & Zajonc findings diminishes if one assumes that 
cogntion can be automatic (fast) ...


3. Appraisal theories

- Arnold

- Lazarus

- Frijda

- Scherer

- Roseman

- Ellsworth


3.1 Basic assumption

5 components of emotional episode 
has a specific order

- Elicitation = f(appraisal)

- Differentiation = f(appraisal)

- Intensity = f(appraisal)

E.g. anger is the tendency to 
destroy and fear is the tendency to 
flee


3.2 The appraisal process at the functional level

Appraisal theorists look for the (abstract) similarities between different stimuli that evoke an / the 
same emotion and the differences with stimuli that evoke no / a different emotion

(abstract stimulus features as) input -> emotion as output

Fear appraisal:

- Goal relevance: relevant

- Goal congruence: incongruent

- Expectancy: unexpected

- Control: low

- Agency: other agency

-> tendency to flee


Functional level: what stimuli cause what outcome?


3.3 The appraisal process at the algorithmic level

Appraisal: associative/learned

Associations: (complex) stimulus input


4. Network theories

- Bower

- Leventhal 

- Lang


4.1 Theory

Associative  network of representations (i.e., algorithmic) : no fixed order between components

There are different ways in which you can kick off an emotional episode

What fires together wires together!
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C. Building blocks of our emotional life

Eckman invokes six basic emotions (cf. universal / cross-cultural facial experessions

- Surprise

- Sadness

- Disgust

- Fear

- Anger

- Happiness

Basis for his claim is that these are universal

Other emotions are a combination

However, no consensus about the set of basic emotions and the basis for inclusion:


Some would say fear is no basic emotion because it is learned


Non-basic emotions 


Author Basic emotions Basis for inclusion 

Arnold (1960) Anger, aversion, courage, dejection, 
desire, despair, fear, hate, hope, love, 
sadness

Relation to action tendencies

Ekman, Friesen, and 
Ellsworth (1982)

Anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, 
surprise

Universal facial expressions

Frijda (1986) Desire, happiness, interest, surprise, 
wonder, sorrow

Forms of action readiness

Gray (1982) Rage and terror, anxiety, joy Hardwired 

James (1884) Fear, grief, love, rage Hardwired 

McDouggal (1926) Anger, disgust, elation, fear, subjection, 
tender-emotion, wonder

Relation to instincts 

Mowrer (1960) Pain, pleasure Unlearned emotional states

Oatley and Johnson-
Laird (1987)

anger, disgust, anxiety, happiness, 
sadness

Do not require propositional content

Panksepp (1982) Expectancy, fear, rage, panic Hardwired 

Plutchik (1980) Anger, acceptance, anticipation, 
disgust, joy, fear, sadness, surprise

Relation to adaptive biological 
processes

Tomkins (1984) Anger, interest, contempt, disgust, 
distress, fear, joy, shame, surprise

Density of neural firing

Watson (1930) Fear, love, rage Hardwired 

Weiner and Graham 
(1984)

Happiness, sadness Atrribution independent
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Big emotions: Fear

Boddez, Y., Moors, A., Mertens, G., & De Houwer, J. (2020). Tackling fear: Beyond associative 
memory activation as the only determinant of fear responding. Neuroscience & Biobehavioral 
Reviews, 112, 410-419.

- “creating” fear in the laboratory

- > model to study what exacerbates/reduces fear

- Which assumptions are driving the interpretations/gathering of research findings?


(Fear) conditioning as a …

… procedure?

… effect?

… process?

Term can be used in different ways


Functional level: procedure -> effect

Procedure: stimulus pairing


Algorithmic level: process

(Mental) process is underlying 


Underedetermination = multiple mental explanations compatible with any finite set of 
(neurophysiological or behavioral) data


Association formation models (e.gg., Rescorla-Wagner)

Models/theories that add extra assumptions on top of association





“Hidden assumption”: monotonicity

-> A monotonic relationship between associative strength in memory and the strength of 
responding (the stronger the relationship, the stronger the reaction)


- > Other determinants of responding are not considered (e.g., fatigue, recency, utility) 

- > Silent with respect to the different expressions of conditioned behavior / fear


Baeyens et al. (2009): “A model that can explain all but conditioned behavior, is lacking something 
quintessential.”


Two further assumptions support the monotonicity

- Abstraction assumption (<-> episodic memory): over 3 episodes you see an association 

(abstracted, not about episodic memory)

- Reproduction assumption (“archeology <-> architecture”): idea of memory as a closet, when 

you see an associated stimulus, you take the memory out of the closet -> memory is 
reconstructed on the spot, with ad hoc information influencing it


ΔVA = αAβ(λ − VA)
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-> Shaky assumptions? -> you might question them

-> Cognition (memory) as a determinant pf emotion!


Fear conditioning literature:

“a single association stored in memory has to be tackled in order to remediate fear”

-> Via the installation of an inhibitory association 

-> Via updating / removal of the original association

=> Are these ideas built on “shaky grounds”? 

-> Would that even be a problem? 

Multiperspectivism! 


Inhibitory Learning Theory

CS representation activates US representation 

Extinction procedure: during phase 2 the stimulus is 
no longer associated with CS


Extinction procedure + effect (i.e. functional level): ->


Inhibitory learning theory (i.e. algorithmic level):

Positive association acquired during CS-US trials

Negative association/inhibitory acquired during CS-
only trials

Cf. monotonicity assumption: the absence of fear 
responding is explained by an inactivated US 
representation

“Non-permanent amnesia”! Not or barely thinking 
about the US …

≠ propositional beliefs concerned with safety (e.g., soap prevents illness”)

≠ safety memory


Non-permanent amnesia:

If you take this theory, after extinction, respondents wouldn’t even be able to think of US

Very tricky assumption

"To what extent does CS make you think about US?” Easily survives extinction


Inhibitory learning account (d.i. algorithmic level): effects of exposure therapy

Exposure therapy is clinical version of extinction

Erase positive association


Reconsolidation Interference

An alternative option (starting from the algorithmic level) would be to remove the excitatory 
association altogether

Procedure + effect (d.i., functional level):

- Phase 1: US + shock

- Phase 2: extra manipulation, US + Propranolol/ Tetris / etc.


- Propanolol: bèta blokker (reduces fear)

- Test: No (return of) fear! (propanolol is no longer active)

People become less jumpy, but might still get sweaty


Kindt, Soeter, and Vervliet (2009)

Procedure + effect:
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Process at the algorithmic level?


But skin conductance and US-expectancy (as opposite to startle reflex) stay intact:

- “Memory erasure “ -> “Emotional memory erasure”


- > saving the monotonicity assumption? (Note the abstraction & reproduction assumption as 
well)


- > Which criteria serve to demarcate emotional memory?


Challenges & towards a motivational model

Beyond associative memory activation:

- Fear presupposes an expectancy

- Fear presupposes a goal


Fear isn’t merely about an associative relation, but an expectancy

Associations can differ on only one variable: the strength of the association

Variations in the type of relation between CS and US cannot be coded

A simple associative architecture therefore does not allow to differentiate remembering a US from 
predicting a US

[...] , let’s start with the obvious: remembering the past and predicting the future are two different 
cognitive processes. A cognitive event cannot be both the retrieved memory of a past event and, 
at the same time, the expectation of a future event. Otherwise, you would not be able to tell the 
future from the past as the same mental event could be either one of them (more likely, you would 
not even have a concept of past and future). Obviously, this is not the case [...]” 
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Jozefowiez (2018; p. 23) 

War veteran: stumbles upon mask in closet -> he doesn’t know if it evokes a memory or if an 
attack is about to happen

Variations in the type of relation between CS and US cannot be coded:

e.g. guard dogs - trouble

-> predict, cause, prevent, etc?

From lower-level associations to higher-level propositions?

-> not so easy (underdetermination)

Beliefs concerning the presence/absence of danger are exactly what the fear conditioning 
community is interested in!

-> single-process propositional theories


Problem of goal is more important to us

Neither associative nor propositional models can explain the form of responding

“A model that can explain all but conditioned behavior, is lacking something 
quintessential” (Baeyens, Vansteenwegen, & Hermans, 2009; p. 199)

-> motivational model


S-R (stimulus - respons) models:

E.g. affect program theories

-> perceptual features activate an emotion-specific program (neural circuit) that fixates the action 
tendency

E.g. appraisal theories

-> the appraisal pattern fixates the action tendency


Utility?

U = E * V

Utility of R depends on Expectancy * Value

Expectancy: A representation of the expectancy that the action leads to the outcome

Value: A representation of the value of the outcome

E.g. agression -> utility of fighting?

E.g. fear -> utility of running?

Motivational model allows predictions about the form of responding

Compare actions and select the one with highest utility: swimming away from shark, but running 
from bear

E.g. defensive distance: response changes in order to keep utility the same

When a predator is very close you best option is to fight, when further away running might draw 
attention so you freeze, when very far away running is the best


Treatment? 

So, fear  the subjective component of an action (tendency) to secure the “safety goal”

However, one may also have other goals (e.g., enjoying a family holiday in case of fear of flying)

-> making personal safety less valuable

-> reduce the expectancy that not flying allows to satisfy the safety goal

-> Making the family holiday more valuable (meaning of life)

-> increase in the expectancy that one can achieve this

Expectancy of staying safe: “actually the chance of having an accident at home is way larger”

Make the family holiday more important -> connected to higher order goals

One can achieve this: for example showing other patients have done this etc


Is exposure therapy about a succes experience (e.g., petting that dog; reaching intermediary 
goals!) rather than about cancelling “pathogenic associations”?

-> Exposure hierarchy and generalization of succes?

-> Psycho-education?

-> Safety behavior?

	 -> See Scheveneels et al. (2021)

-> Motivatrion psychology/ Broaden and build!

Generalization gradient across goal stimuli (e.g., If I can pet that dog, then the world is mine!)

Not mere exposure, but they have a task (pet the dog, cuddle the dog, …)
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Limitation

We do not account for how people learn about contingencies, but why they respond the way they 
do when confronted with predictors of aversive events

Remember multiperspectivism?  

-> The value of association formation models is out of the question!

-> Still, highlighting their assumptions may perhaps invite to consider additional perspectives as 
well?


Big Emotions: Love & Desire

Boddez, Y. (2018). The presence of your absence: A conditioning theory of grief. Behaviour 
research and therapy, 106, 18-27.


Case study

Finn, a middle-aged male, lost his girlfriend in an accident that happend about 5 years ago. Finn 
reports that, after the loss, he so intensely longed for her that it would make him “go crazy”.  Only 
about one year ago, it got better, in the sense that since then he can be more or less at ease at 
home. However, sometimes it is still as bad as when she just passed away. To give just a few 
examples, seeing somebody with the same hairstyle still makes him long for her, as does 
celebrating Christmas or being at the seaside where he and his girlfriend used to go to relax.Finn 
also mentions that he still regularly goes to the square where he and his girlfriend used to meet for 
lunch. One of the reasons that Finn is looking for therapeutic help is that he recently lashed out at 
his mother for accidentally washing his girlfriend’s pillow, an item that he cherished.


Complicated grief

Intense craving or longing for the deceased, as well as being constantly reminded of the 
deceased (> 6 or 12 months)

- Prevalence of 7-25% among braved individuals

- Some treatments harming rather than helping (Boelen, 2016)

- Poor theoretical understanding -> learning + emotion theory!

-> Certain cues can elicit longing

Finn might qualify for complicated grief (is it useful to label grief as a disorder?)


Effects of non-contingent stimulus presentations

Solomon thinks of grief as an effect of non-contingent stimulus presentations (Solomon & Corbit, 
1974)

Non-contingent: one stimulus

For example loud noise: response changes with repeated presentations

e.g. your 1st heroin shot

-> strong high, little withdrawal 

e.g. your Xth heroin shot

-> poor high, strong withdrawal

Contact with a loved one is like a dose of drugs

E.g. your first date

-> lots of excitement, little withdrawal

E.g. after years of marriage

-> little excitement, lots of withdrawal = grief

… & you’ll never get another dose


“Grief as withdrawal” metaphor

-> Heuristic value

However, it leaves many aspects of grief / the case study unexplained

- Why does Finn experience grief in specific situations (e.g. when seeing somebody with the 

same hairstyle)

- Why does Finn still go to the square where they used to meet for lunch?

- Why does Finn cherish the pillow that used to belong to his girlfriend?


Effects of contingent stimulus presentations

E.g. Van Gucht et al. (2008): Appetitive conditioning

1. Craving

2. Instrumental (searching) behavior (PIT; Lovibond)
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3. …

People reported longing for chocolate 


Similar principle may serve to explain some (aspects of) grief:

“Throughout  a life together, a variety of cues co-occur with the presence of the loved one and, 
because of this, these cues develop the potential to trigger longing (i.e., cue-elicited craving).”

-> Internal (e.g. need for social support)

-> External (e.g. double bed)

-> appetitive stimulus for which one would go to great lengths

-> Longing as the cardinal “emotion” / “symptom” of complicated grief 

-> Cf. Action tendency to reunite and searching behavior (looking around, visiting the gave, wish 
to reunite in death, etc.) out of longing, not grief


Cf. lecture 2: what is an emotion?

Appraisal: degree of difficulty in attaining or rejection

Easy? Often yes (<-> hope), but different in the case of a loss 

Hope is different than easy, not every theorie makes that distinction

Cf. lecture 3: motivational model

Goal = reunion  / presence of the loved one => action tendency to reunite

Actions are selected that allow you to be in the presence of a loved one

Action: looking around

Outcome expectancy: seeing her

Value: being in the presence of his girlfriend

Why is expectancy still high? Shouldn’t it be zero

- As long as it’s not zero there is still a utility

- Expectancy is context-dependent (they don’t all update at the same time)

Longing persists (years)


Complicated grief

-> longing persists (by definition)

-> longing is experienced frequently


Extinction

After the decease, cues (e.g., shared double bed) will no longer co-occur with the presence of the 
loved one

-> Typically results in a decrease in conditioned responding

Longing extinguishes (relatively) slowly:

Takes many exposures before the longing starts to decrease 

Slow extinction of craving in the above-described case study of Finn: Only after up to four years 
after losing her, he managed to be at ease at home … 

Even though cues no longer co-occur with the presence of the loved one (e.g., shared double 
bed) ... ! 

Longing can even temporarily increase, rather than decrease and extinguish, due to non-
occurrence of an expected desired outcome (e.g., Mitchell & Gormezano, 1970; Tiffany, 1999)

“Absence makes the heart grow fonder”

Important backbone of the appetitive conditioning theorie of grief ... 


Frustration due to unexpected non-delivery of an appetitieve outcome (Amsel, 1992)

Finn reporting that, in the beginning, he used to “go crazy” of longing for her. The absence of his 
girlfriend seemed not only to intensify the longing for her, but also to be extremely frustrating. 

Frustration in the appraisal model: obstruction of goal attainment

According to some an emotion in itself, according to all a part of anger


Generalization

Generalization of classic conditioning = a change in behavior (i) due to a regularity in the 
occurrence of (two) stimuli that (ii) the test stimulus did not feature in (Boddez et al., 2017)

Cues eliciting grief responding due to learning experiences in which these cues were not featured

-> perceptual (e.g., from double bed to sofa)

-> conceptual (e.g., from double bed to gift card for two or love song on the radio)

More generalization in case of outcome deprivation (Brown, 1941)
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<-> poor generalization of extinction to other cues (e.g. Barry et al., 2016) 

Being at home did not elicit longing for his girlfriend anymore, but Finn will have to learn 
separately that seeing somebody with the same hairstyle as her in the distance does not mean 
that he and his girlfriend can walk up to each other and be in each other’s company

=> Helps to explain why grieving is more difficult after a long-lasting relationship: There will be 
many more cues that are linked to the presence of the loved one and that will have to be 
extinguished separately ...


Evaluative conditioning

A change in evaluation due to contingent stimulus presentations 

In the case study, it is mentioned that he cherishes his girlfriend’s pillow. One may assume that 
this is due to the previous co-occurrence of the pillow and his girlfriend. 

=> Fairly resistant to extinction training (Hofmann et al., 2010) 

Other behavior that is often seen in grief can be understood in this way as well. Consider, for 
example, parents who have lost their child and keep a piece of his / her clothing or a plush toy on 
a little altar in the house.

Cherishing items of his girlfriend is a way to keep the connection alive

Loving, liking extinguishes much slower than fear


Cherising behavior can also be explained by a learning phenomenon termed sign-tracking

-> The propensity of subjects to behaviorally engage (contacting, sniffing, touching, gnawing, etc.) 
with a cue that has been paired with a desired outcome (e.g., a food reward)

Sign-tracking: animals engage with CS as if it is US

If the animal runs towards the light, they miss out on the food that is temporarily available, still 
they run towards the light and treat it as food


Effects of Regularities in the Presence of Stimuli and Behavior

Next to cues, one’s own behaviour may also co-occur with being in the presence of the loved one 
E.g., throughout life together, going to a certain place might systematically result in being in the 
company of the loved one 

-> Instrumental conditioning = a change in behavior due to a regularity between the presence of a 
behavior and the presence of a stimulus


Goal driven vs. habitual:

Habitual behavior can be defined as behavior that is no longer driven by the outcome that 
originally installed it (cf. the folk concept)

May explain why Finn still goes to the square where he and his girlfriend used to meet for lunch. 
The behavior might, through repetition, have become insensitive to omission of the outcome of 
being in the presence of his girlfriend. 

Manipulation of original outcome (e.g., omission or devaluation) does not have effect anymore, 
but that doesn’t imply [S-R], because another O might be involved (Moors, Boddez, De Houwer, 
2017)

Habit formation is another factor that provides insight in why grieving can be more difficult after a 
long-lasting relationship in which many activities were repeatedly done together ... 


Dog visiting the grave of his former owner

Hachiko: Every day the dog goes to the train station to meet his owner, but one day the owner 
has a heart attack and doesn’t come anymore, every day of his life the dog still goes to the train 
station

-> still goal-driven: originally to meet his owner, now to get attention from other people at the 
station, still the expectancy, …


Avoidance?

Throughout a shared life: cues -> presence of the loved one

After the loss: These same cues -> negative affect (like frustration; caused by the unexpected 
absence of the loved one)

<-> approach of cues that have a mere referential relation to the loved one (cf. cherishing 
behavior)?

People stay at home to not be confronted

A lot of cues are paired with the presence of the loved one
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Omission results in something negative


In class exercise: Pavlovian-instrumental transfer

Classically conditioned cues increase the chance that the instrumental response is admitted

Finn went to the cinema with a group of friends who voted to see a sequel to a movie that he and 
his girlfriend had seen together. However, 15 minutes into the move, Finn decided to leave and 
drove his car the the house of his girlfriend’s parents (where he used to pick her up when they just 
started dating). He stayed in his car, parked in front of the house.

Cue: (sequel of) the movie 

Outcome: her presence

Instrumental response: driving to her parents’ home

Pavlovian-instrumental transfer: driving to her parents’ home doesn’t happen at random, it is 
elicited by the movie


What is the heuristic & predictive value of invoking these learning principles?

Studying conditioning to learn about for example grief

We can explain a variety of topographically different (and seemingly idiosyncratic) behaviors by 
means of a limited number of principles from emotion & learning theory

2 requirements:

(a) a loved one (i.e., the desired outcome)

(b) A shared life (cues and behaviors related to the presence of the loved one)

Same two requirements may also shed light on the intensity of grief with people who lose a 
partner or a child being at higher risk of developing PG (Boelen, 2016):  

-> In such case, the two requirements are indeed best fulfilled: partners and children are loved 
ones (i.e., there is a desired outcome) and a plethora of cues and behaviors will have co-occurred 
with the presence of the loved one

Compare this with a person who loses a grandfather who he barely knew ... 


Psycho-education: make sense of why difficult situations are difficult

Association splitting: change the meaning of the association, instead of being together, pair being 
at the seaside with other activities

Hidden goals: goal is no longer seeing her, but paying tribute, once goal is identified we can think 
of other ways to reach that goal

Exposure (and reconsolidation interference): exposure to cues that used to go hand in hand with 
seeing her

-> can be used, but not as effective as with fear

Reconsolidation is not researched enough and should not be used at this point


Emotional processing

3 important models

1. Basic emotion theory

2. Constructivist emotion theory

3. Appraisal theory 

Many experiments use faces as stimuli


1. Introduction

“Everybody knows what an emotion is, until asked to give a definition. Then, it seems, no one 
knows.” Fehr & Russel, 1984, JEP:General

“Emotions are caused by evaluations of events or people in relation to concerns.” Oatley & 
Johnson-Laird, 2014, TiCS

Nobody agrees on the definition of emotion


Face: negative or neutral

Surprise: basic emotion that is neither positive or negative

People who saw negativity in the face, showed negative amygdala activation, same with positive 

Emotion strongly depends on how you evaluate the stimulus

Emotion is a link, brain event that links stimuli to respons/action


What is the difference between emotion and mood?
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Mood is maybe a by-product of emotion

Emotion depends on the trigger

For many emotions, it is high intensity (debated)

You can discriminate the emotion from other emotions


S -> evaluation -> R

1. “Basic emotion theories”: Ekman (1992, 2003); Izard (1977, 1992) -> Behaviorism

2. “Constructivist emotion theories”: James (1890); Schachter & Singer (1962); Russell (2003); 

Barrett (2006) -> constructivism

3. “Appraisal theories of emotion”: Arnold (1960); Lazarus (1966, 1991); Scherer (1999, 2001) -> 

Cognitivism


Criteria Emotions Moods

Antecedents Significant life events Ill-defined

Action-specificity Specific Influence cognition

Time course Short-lived Long-lived

Intensity High Medium
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2. Basic emotion theory

Affect program theory


Characteristics which distinguish basic emotions from one another and from other affective 
phenomena

1. Distinguish universal signals

2. Distinctive physiology

3. Automatic appraisal, tuned to:

4. Distinctive universals in antecedent events

5. Distinctive appearance developmentally

6. Presence in other primates

7. Quick onset

8. Brief duration

9. Unbidden occurrence

10. Distinctive thoughts, memories images

11. Distinctive subjective experience


6 basic emotions

- Happy

- Fearful

- Sad

- Angry

- Disgust

- Surprise

7th? Contempt 


Categorical perception: also valid for language perception

Neutral -> anger

When do people start recognizing the emotion?

S-curve (at 3-4 ot of 10) starts a sudden inclination of more recognition

People don’t recognize the intensity, only the category 



Categorical Action Coding System 
(FACS)

N = 44

12 upper

18 lower

Raising brows is a different action unit 
than biting lip

Emotions are combinations of action 
units

Combine action units to create 
complex emotions

Example: action code 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 20

- 1C: inner brow raise

- 2C: outer brow raise

- 4B: brow lower
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- 5D: upper lid raise

- 7B: lower lid tighten

- 20B: lip stretch

- 26B: jaw drop

-> fear

If one or several are missing, it is not an emotion according to Eckman

Members of the Fore linguistic-cultural  group of the South East Highlands of New Guinea 
Happiness: His (her)  friends  have  come, and he (she) is happy.

Sadness: His (her) child (mother) has died, and he (she)  feels very sad

People in New Guinee have never seen Caucasian faces, but they used the same 6 basic 
emotions to describe the faces

East-asians confuse more between fear and disgust

-> also cultural differences


Action units are not the same as muscles

More units than muscles, some muscles can be responsible for multiple units


We can control muscles, but not emotions

Trigger outside -> amygdala -> motorcortex -> muscles

Is different than a controlled movement of muscle, for example a forced smile


Facial Electro-myography (EMG)

Additional electrode on the brow needed

Double dissociation between Zygomatus and corrugator

Zygomaticus: goes up for positive emotions, flat or decreases for negative emotions

Corrugator is opposite

Some actors actually received training from Eckman


Duchenne or not-Duchenne smile?

Real or fake? 

Zygomaticus major + orbicularis oculi, or only Zygomaticus?

Real smile is called Duchenne smile (also includes orbicularis oculi)


Bubble technique: use psychophysics

Degrade the face and task is to tell the emotion of the face

3 layers of masks, quantify what part of the face is visible and what is masked

-> what do people need in the face to recognize anger, sadness, happiness, …?


Changes in the face also adapt in the environment
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Faces have a specific goal, when you are fearful you want to collect information -> open

Disgust -> you want to close, protect your insides -> close everything

Monitoring air flow in the nose and visual field -> larger when showing a surprised face, small 
when showing a disgusted face

Fear increases sensory processing!

Disgust lowers it!


Strengths vs. weaknesses

+ Theory linked with a specific method (FACS)

+ Clear hypothesis formulated (cf. modularity)

+ Enhanced validity

+ Cross-cultural and cross-species approach

- Developed mostly with/for (static) facial expressions

- Problems with complex emotions, or blend: “proud”; “embarassed”; “confused”; …

- Based on artificial facial expressions (“apex”/full-blown; 100% angry or happy)

- Innate and automacity criteria are debated


3. Constructivist emotion theory

Dimension theory


Interindividual differences are central

Two axis, continua: valence and arousal circumplex

They yield different behaviors 

Submission decreases for anger, increases for fear
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Self-assessment manikin (SAM)

- V: valence

- A: arousal

- D: dominance, is it overwhelming or not?

Watch a movie clip and then fill in on each scale how you feel

Easily filled out, also good for children

Ook gedaan met gezichten die getoond worden

No correlation between valence and arousal -> independent, orthogonal scales


Strenghts vs. weaknesses

+ Simple theory plus method (SAM)

+ Clear hypotheses formulated

+ Well-supported (by various empirical data)

+ Works equally well for non-verbal as verbal information

+ Inter-individual (+ inter-cultural) differences considered

- Definition of “arousal” is often unspecified (physiological? Subjective? Peripheral? Central? 

Phasic? Tonic?)

- Orthogonality of two main dimensions 


- Some studies found positive correlation -> are they correlated after all?

- More dimensions (cf. dominance) and order of dimensions


4. Appraisal theories of emotion

Appraisal theory 
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Appraisal checks

1. Novelty: type of event = occurring suddenly versus requiring close attention or scrutiny

2. Pleasantness: type of bodily = sensation pleasant sensation versus unpleasant sensation

3. Goal conduciveness: relation to goals = what the person wanted versus not at all what the 

person wanted

4. Power/coping ability: behavioral intention = resignation versus confrontation

Very first appraisal check is related to the relevance

Event is assessed: is it relevant for me? 

- Novel?

- Valence?

- Goal relevance?

Finally motivation comes in the picture (strongly related to emotion)

Coping is next check, related to dominance -> can you deal with this situation or not?
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Last check is normative significance

-> does it align with your norms and values? 

Most evidence is driven by first check

Checks feed into 4 levels

What you need to take into account is activation in the face

You don’t go from 0 activation to a group of activations (what is what Eckman said)

Progressively, more and more get involved

At each of those levels we can also ask what they feel


They use an avatar so they can manipulate all the action units

Data: evidence for the appraisal model

With more and more action units, people can assess the different steps (relevance is first, so this 
can always be assessed, more units are needed for motivation, …)

The amount of data is less (in comparison to the other theories)


Strengths vs. Weaknesses

+ Appraisal dissected

+ Can explain dynamic/changing effects

+ Sequence -> time-course

+ Subject-specific & situation specific effects

+ Link to motivation/goals

+ Complex emotions

- Sequence makes it hard to test it (in lab conditions)

- “Fixed” sequence (novelty precedes valence & goal?)

- Not very well supported by the existing data (focus on theory/model rather than data)


5. Conclusions
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Basic emotion (Ekman) -> category

Constructivist (Russel) -> dimension

Appraisal (Scherer) -> sequence


Part II: Focus on specific cognitive processes 
Emotion and attention

1. Introduction

Biased competition 
Attention is broad in form

Emotional stroop task involves more than attention 

Limitation was demonstrated by Psychological 
Refractory Period (PRP)

Participants do worse if there is a short interval between 
consecutive stimuli

If second one comes faster, participants struggle more 
with processing the second stimulus (slower)

Competition - selection - bottleneck

Input (many) -> output (little)

Camera: zoom in on some thoughts, blur other thoughts

We cannot process all the information in the scene

Locus of filter: early or late?

-> long debate, a lot of models


Two consequences of filter (“gain control”):

1. Enhancement of attended stimulus (win)

2. Suppression of unattended stimulus (cost)


Dual-system (dissociation): stimulus-driven (bottom-up) vs. goal-directed (top-down) 
Biased competition theory (Desimone & Duncan, 1995)


Desimone is very important model

A filter by definition gives 2 effects

Could show two effects while recording brain activity in 
monkeys

If monkey does task well, he gets juice

Where they record activity in the brain is dependent on 
the category of stimuli

Monkey moves his eye to the target, but there is 
competition (2 objects)

Monkey needs attention to move his eye to the target 
that he gets rewarded for

2 objects shown together: less activity -> brain activity is 
suppressed

Effects happen very early at stimulus onset


Pessoa et al.

Organise competition based on goal

You can also use stimulus related effects
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Bottom-up: flashing of new stimulus would grab attention

2 families of effects

You behave according to goal motivation, but bottom-up may suddenly interfere

Blue and orange 

2 systems don’t overlap, but interact

If system is lacking (lesions), they can’t select anymore


Does emotion bias the competition?

Yes, but different effects found, and often they are task-specific


2. Applications / paradigm’s

Emotional Stroop 
Emotional stroop task is also used as an attention task

But actually focusses on cognitive control and conflict, not attention (but attention is involved)

Ignore reading the word, and only respond to the color

You automatically read the word -> conflict -> slower response/mistake

Beside neutral words, there are also emotional words

Response is faster with neutral words

Emotional counting stroop task

Series of words -> say how many words are shown on screen

Slower when words are emotional, but core effect is conflict 

Cognitive control (congruence, response selection) rather than attention (selection)

Cognitive control: extra effort to select the proper answer

Arousal interferes with conflict


Visual search (spatial attention) 
Two emotional effects found:

1. Search (top-down)

2. Capture (bottom-up)


Search:

You know where the coffee is in the store, so you suppress most of the surroundings

Guidance -> select a part of the visual field

Cascade of processes


Recreate natural situation in the lab


Single feature, Pre-attentive, Parallel is very easy -> efficient and quick (only one red)

= single feature search

Conjuction of features, Attentive, Serial: the objects have multiple features, two dimensions, takes 
longer to detect target (red circle)

Reaction time increases with more distractors

Attention is serial, not parallel

No target -> takes long to terminate the search (when you realize the target isn’t there)
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You can use intersection to detect a target

Research to assess what is driving bottom-up attention

Orientation, color and size are the most basic properties

High level features are unlikely to influence at that level


Face in the crowd: anger superiority effect

If there is an angry face, you are quick to detect it

Number of distractors doesn’t really matter

For happy faces there is a cost, it does matter how many distractors there are

You recognize anger because V shape around eyes

V shape by itself is enough to draw attention

Participant with affective disorder (anxiety etc) have a louder anger superiority effect

-> they should try to pay less attention to negative stimuli, is the cause of their disorder


Visual search: interim conclusions

1. External validity

2. No “pop out” effect (not “pre-attentive”)

3. Facilitation of negative emotion (anger) on search

4. Could arise from the interaction effect between low-level features and emotion, rather than 

emotion alone

5. Influence of state and trait

6. Effect of emotion on selection or identification?

Emotion can capture attention, even if it is not part of the task

Fire alarm: unlikely to continue shopping = re allocation of attention (survival instead of coffee)


Capture: 

Value driven attentional capture (fear)

Logic: conflict between goal and saliency

Capture = bottom-up

Red color conditioned with shock

Parallel search is more difficult when there is a conditioned disctractor (CS+)

Green stimulus (not CS) does not interfere as much as the red

Speed depends on distractor, but also the meaning of the distractor

Participants saccade to the target, but also to the distractor


Instead of looking at key press, we look at eye movements

Short latency saccades (<200 ms) curve toward a distractor, whereas long latency saccades 
(>200 ms) curve away from a distractor

Overt attention is a very quick effect

Saccade is control by brain system, can’t control it

Modulate this effect by cortical regulation at the later stage

Eye deviates and leans towards the distractor
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Longer saccades: people gaze away from the distractor


Superior colliculus has a map of the 
visual field

Pulvinar en lgn both belong to the 
thalamus

Amagdyla: where emotion/fear/relevance 
is processed?

-> different theories


Superior colliculus is heavily related to 
frontal

Top-down: frontal

Bottom-up: lateral


Each time participants select the red, the 
get a reward

Control: different color

Real task is select diamond (only on based of shape, color is irrelevant)

Shape can be processed very quickly, but distractor (red circle) also gets your attention

Irrespective of length of training, the effect is there

Participants are slowest if there is a high value distractor

Effect is long-lasting, even 20 days later, a month, the effect is still there

Striking correlation between visual working memory capacity and capture effect

Participants with less capacity show a large capture effect

Participants with more capacity (can store 4-5 items instead of 3) avoid the capture effect

-> overcome conflict

Striatum is very important for basal ganglia: stores dopamine

When you are rewarded, neurons in the basal ganglia fire

Can also explain why capture is found by positive stimuli

-> motivational effect


Visual search: conclusions

1. External validity

2. Two effects of emotion: search vs. capture

3. Search effect is probably post-perceptual/late

4. More consistently found with negative than positive emotion

5. Capture is early and perceptual (guidance?)

6. Capture works equally well with positive emotion (reward) and threat


Emotion might have an effect on attention

Preparation affects guidance

Capture effect is probably related to guidance, guidance can be biased


Attentional blink 
Competition - Selection - Bottleneck

Input (many) -> output (little)

Visual search is for space, can do this also for attention

Psychological Refractory Period (PRP) is exactly what the attentional blink measures

Shift from one place to another in your mind = visual search

N.B They can be “covert”

Attentional blink is in time (temporal attention)


Shifts in time

Because you select target, you are likely to miss the 
second target

Because Hitler is emotional stimulus, there is less 
blink

If Hitler were first, there would be a greater cost and 
there would be a more pronounced blink
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After T1 you move to a refractory period, you are likely to miss 
T2

Full line is condition with two targets

If there is a long lag, you do very well

-> exactly what PRP predicts

After 500ms (almost) fully recovered


Boost & bounce

Top row: individual stimuli 

When a letter pops up (goal) you boost attention

-> cost later = bounce


Emotion-Induced Attentional Blink

Target = rotated picture

Keep track of alignment, conditioned stimuli (associated with shock) before target

-> less attention = emotion induced attentional blink

Short lag -> we see a cost of emotion on temporal attention

Emotion can also counteract the blink if it’s the second target

= gain of emotion on temporal attention


If you don’t see T1, you can’t analyze data for T2 -> results are succes of T2, if T1 isn’t seen their 
data is excluded

Blink is only found for neutral words

Amygdala can amplify attention

Patients with lesions in the amygdala don’t show this effect

Last blink can be influenced by emotion

If you are busy with 2 tasks, there is a bottle neck

Decrease in accuracy when you do dual task

Anxious people detect fearful face more often than happy face

Study Olivers is really funny

If you ask people to store an item in their memory, their accuracy on the task improves
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You would expect a cost, but it creates a benefit

Blink is counteracted the most by positive stimuli

Instead of allocating full attention to stimuli it is devided, because not full attention is to T1, there 
is no bounce

Negative stimuli narrows attention, positive broadens


Attentional blink: conclusions

1. Related to temporal attention

2. Two effects reported: gain (reduction of AB) if T2 is emotional but cost (enhanced AB effect) if 

T1 is emotional

3. Top-down influence as cause of it?

4. Arousal rather than valence as determinant of it

5. Inefficient allocation of attention

6. Can be “restored” by emotion and/or distraction


Cueing / dot probe task 
Cueing: cue is unilateral

Dot probe task is a specific cueing task (bilateral display)


Posner Cueing task (exogenous attention)

- Unpredictive cue (cf. target location for example change in brightness) right before target

- Bottom-up

- Valid vs. invalid trials


- Valid trial: cue and target are on the same location

- > attention shift towards the right location


Participants are faster for invalid trial than for valid

-> inhibition of return

You have selected and explored this location, you will not immediately return to this location

First manipulation: cue on same or opposite side

Second manipulation: time between target and cue (long interval -> inhibition of return)

Third manipulation: emotion on face

Show 2 faces

“Valid” if line bar replaced emotional face

“Invalid” if line bar replaced neutral face

Participants should ignore face

Exogenous

- Short SOA

- Random

- Non-predictive

- Task irrelevant

Low-level perceptual differences?

Size, luminance, spatial frequency, contrast, … kept constant

When cue is emotional, faster for the valid trials 

Cannot disengage of location because of emotion -> lack inhibition of return


Orienting - Disengagement

Engage: RT valid/neutral - RT valid/emotional

Disengage: RT invalid/emo - RT invalid/neutral


Cueing/Dot probe: conclusions

1. Spatial attention

2. Different components can be measured (e.g. orienting vs. disengagement)

3. Fear facilitates orienting (bottom-up?)

4. Anxiety delays disengagement (top-down?)

5. Caveat: poor reliability of the dot probe task

6. Attention bias modification (ABM) based on dot probe or cueing leads to mixed results


3. General conclusion

1. Few commonalities between the three different paradigms (visual search, AB and cueing)

2. This limits generalizability across them regarding the influence of emotion on attention
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3. Often arousal (not valence) appears to be the driving effect

4. Often is the effect post-perceptual

5. Sometimes, real bottom-up guidance of attention found: “value-based capture” (visual search) 

and facilitated orienting with fear (cueing task)

6. Alternative model needed compared to the classical bottom-up vs. top-down control of 

attention -> priority map, value and associations


Integrated priority map:

- Current goals

- Selection history

- Physical salience


Influence of emotion/motivation on cognitive control

1. “Pure” cognitive control

Dominant framework 
Task switching, anxiety, Stroop, pain, negative affect, error, mistake, conflict, punishment

Shared between these seemingly different concepts: conflict

Pain is unexpected -> you want to restore the original situation, want to take action to correct it

Same for all other concepts on the slide

Neural overlap between pain, negative affect and cognitive control


Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC)


Definition of cognitive control

“Cognitive control refers to the ability to pursue goal-directed behavior, in the face of otherwise 
more habitual or immediately compelling behaviors. This ability is engaged by every faculty that 
distinguishes human abilities from those of other species, and in virtually every domain of human 
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function from perception to action, decision making to planning, and problem solving to 
language”


Involved in: 

- Inhibition

- Switching

- Conflict processing

- Attention

- Working memory

- Performance monitoring

- Reasoning

- Planning

- Motor control

- …

Inhibition and switching are also a form 
of conflict



When you see a word, you can’t refrain from 
reading the word

Meaning and color are not stored in the 
same place

Select the right one (color, at the cost of 
meaning) -> attention

Dorsal ACC allows you to guide competition


Conflict monitoring and cognitive control

One of the most cited articles in psychology

Once you have selected, you boost the 
selected concept (second effect)

Color and word don’t overlap, but are in the 
same time in the same location

You need to recruit attention to solve conflict


Two processes: conflict detection and adaptation (attention) 
Attention and cognitive control are related to each other

Conflict -> boost attention

Posner invented cuing task


High anxious people struggle with that

When people are aroused, people are in a more vigilant stage

Attention and cognitive control are tightly related

Strong evidence for association between control and attention


Simon task: conflict between position of stimulus and response

Is arrow up or down? For up you press right key, for down you press left key

Compatible condition: up arrow on right side of the screen, down arrow on left side

Incompatible condition: up arrow on left side, down arrow on right side

You can also combine Simon and stroop task

Stroop stimulus is lateralized = double conflict task


Influence of (positive) emotion on conflict processing

Semantic conflict or compatibility between word and item in background
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With every trial participants could earn money

People are the slowest when there is a mismatch

Gain allows you to solve conflict better, boost 
attention


Focus on adaptation 
If attention is needed for a task, effect of attention 
should linger (you can’t use attention for a few 
milliseconds at a time)

= adaptation

Consequences at the methodological level: 
sequence effect!


Conflict adaptation = Gratton effect = sequential 
conflict effect

Eriksen Flanker task: say what letter is in the middle of the screen

Flankers are (in)compatible: conflict regulation

Slower when flankers are incompatible

2 effects

- Congruency Effect (CE) (flankers and middle letter)

- Congruence Sequence Effect (CSE) (at previous trial)

When first trial is incongruent, reaction times are slower

2x incongruence is faster than first congruent and then incongruent

2x congruent is fastest

Congruency is always faster, but individually, (in)congruence is faster when 2x same effect

Accuracy data mimic time data 

Congruence sequence effect is different from congruence effect

-> interaction effect

2 effects map on two branches of cognitive control


Dual-mechanisms framework

CSE: phasic, trial level

CE: sustained, block level

Stroop effect is pro-active, you can activate on beforehand

Adaptation effect is reactive

Stroop affect: ACC can exchange with attention system and boost attention

Reactive is faster and more automatic


Interim conclusions

- Cognitive control (CC): domain-general ability

- Can be studied by means of conflict processing

- Two steps considered: detection and adaptation

- Adaptation reflects changes in attention control

- More attention allocated to the task-relevant features

- Adaptation is phasic and reactive


2. Emotion

Conflict is negative 
Emotion and cognitive control are related to each other

Conflict is averse -> attention

Overlap between conflict and emotion in ACC (negative evaluation)

Conflict resolving is emotional, not a neutral state

Conflict -> pupil dilates

When we ask participants about an experiment with conflict, they judge it negatively


Affective priming

Negative word: people are slower

If the negative word comes after a stroop stimulus, you are quicker than after a non-stroop 
stimulus

-> conflict is negative
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If effect is related to priming, it should disappear when you increase the space between

N. B. Catch trials: only need to say if a word is neutral, positive or negative

Stroop stimulus on beforehand, at different intervals

SOA really short: there is priming

If SOA is really long: priming disappears

Activation is not long lasting

Task switching: each trial has two tasks

People are quicker for a negative target when it follows a conflict stimulus

Quicker to respond to love when love follows a congruent flanker interaction

2 tasks interleaved: participants are quicker to respond to positive stimuli when they correctly 
processed a stroop stimulus

-> when you solve a conflict, there is a reward

Positive signal when you are able to overcome conflict

2 effects are fully compatible

Priming effects strongly depend on how you design your experiment


Emotional effect depends on the feeling of conflict

Judge the direction of the arrow

Beforehand there is a masked cue: compatible or incompatible

Did you notice conflict yes or no?

Report how much you felt conflict -> 4 options

1. I think there was conflict

2. I don’t know! (But I guess there was)

3. I don’t know! (But I guess there was no)

4. I think there was no conflict

When conflict was there participants often reported conflict, but they also sometimes reported 
conflict when there was no conflict 

Orthogonalize awareness and conflict

If you are better the second time -> you used cognitive control


Stronger conflict adaptation with negative emotion 
One manipulation is related to SOA (short vs long)

Other manipulation is punishment (vs no punishment)

If you punish people they slow down, to avoid more punishment

Short interval but no punishment -> no adaptation

Long interval and you punish people -> no adaptation either

Long interval but no punishment -> no adaptation

Short interval and you punish people -> adaptation

Adaptation is reactive 

When you punish people, people report to feel worse

-> boost in negative affect combined with short ITI make you adapt better


Conflict -> negative emotion, reinforcement learning -> attention / control

- Reactive

- Experience (subjective niveau)

Mood induction -> check how they adapt to 
conflict

2 key core effect components

Adaptation whenever you are in a negative mood 
state

Strongest adaptation under negative affect

Negativity is reactive and needs to be explained as 
such

People gain attention to solve conflict

Add positive emotion: soften adaptive effect


Affective signaling hypotheses: summarizing model

Conflict has an automatic link with negative 
emotion

Negative emotion makes you better
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Interim conclusions

- Conflict is aversive/negative

- Subjective experience is important

- Negative emotion increases adaptation

- Adaptation by binding?

- What component of CC is increased? Attention? Monitoring?

- Hard to ignore motivation as driving force


3. Motivation

Avoidance of effort

“Elephant in the room”: motivation (to overcome conflict is not neutral)

Motivation and cognitive control are related to each other

Motivation to overcome conflict (aversive) -> boost attention

“The law of least mental effort”

Human nature to take path of least effort when achieving a goal

Why would I choose for effort if less effort is possible?

Motivated to avoid punishment

Conflict is a very motivational concept

Conflict is avoided, additional effort


Cognitive effort is preferably avoided 

Switch more often with one deck compared to other 
deck

Participants choose the least amount of switching 
between tasks

Solving conflict: 2 parameters

- Effort

- Reward (how much chance do I make to solve the 

conflict?)

Control analyses:

- Error avoidance

- Time 


The cost of exerting control 
The Expected Value of Control (EVC) model

EVC = difference between: (a) the rewards expected 
from mobilizing control with a particular direction and 
intensity and (b) the inherent cost associated with this 
mobilization

EVC = Expected reward for mobilization - cost of it

-> calculates the value of cognitive control

Difficult task -> need to increase the cognitive effort

Motivational model instead of conflict model

Signal in ACC is cost and reward-related


Motivation and cognitive control are related to each other

What is expected reward for effort mobilization -> two signals come together


When link happens you need to increase monitoring

People process better the second trial then the first (adaptation)

Now we discuss affect monitoring link

When they push buttons you need to do EKG in brain to find link between affect and action

Depressed, anxious, neurotic participants show louder activity

Dorsal ACC: bring together cost/effort and reward of conflict


Conclusions

- Cognitive control is influenced by affective factors

- This influence could be explained by motivation
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- Conflict triggers negative affect because it requires effort (to be overcome), and human beings 
do not exert effort easily or preferably


- What is aversive in conflict then? Perhaps not monitoring as such, but rather the complex link 
between monitoring and control. Adjusting / increasing control’s level (attention?) may be 
aversive


- These (lab) effects are always “relative”, and compared to a control condition

- Effort is not aversive per se! We work out in the gym, we study at the university, … Effort is 

probably aversive when the cost outweighs the reward.


Influence of emotion on action monitoring (with a focus on error)

Affect -> monitoring link


1. “Feedback loop” as key notion for monitoring

S -> E -> R

E1: Affect program

E2: Constructivist

E3: appraisal 

We assign value to the stimulus

S -> R -> S -> R

Real life: cascade effect

One response leads to another stimulus

Correct (cognition) -> positive emotion (approach - intrinsic pleasantness)

Incorrect -> negative emotion (avoidance - intrinsic unpleasantness)


Works via feedback loop: action monitoring


Input knowledge in the system so you can adapt

Mismatch -> signal to increase monitoring -> post-error slowing

Making errors can teach you something

Monitoring is not fixed, but keeps being updated

Open loop: does not exist in a vacuum

If you are depressed, feedback loop doesn’t work properly anymore


2. Error-related negativity (ERN) as correlate of monitoring

Based on representation of action 
ERN = Error-Related Negativity

ERP = Event Related Potential

Whenever error happens in the brain, we can measure it and measure what happens next (dorsal 
ACC measuring on EKG)

EEG: measures electrical activity in the brain
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When people push button -> compare EKG of correct 
and incorrect trials

Activity changes depending on instructions: be fast, or 
be fast and correct, or accuracy is most important

Louder activity in accuracy condition then speed

Emphasize accuracy: sharpen the comparison 
between correct and incorrect

2 signals are not aligned, they differ

Error negativity has big dip which correct doesn’t have


Response-locked ERPs

Compute location for errors

Whole electrical field is generated (on top of the head)

Main generator in dorsal ACC

Participants detect error and monitor -> happens really quickly

One system is actor, the other is the critic


Blue frame is similar to the green, but add red (critic) to check wether what you do is in line with 
the predictors

 mismatch -> change value of the action

Dopamine drives signal between actor and critic


Flexibility 
No evidence at response level? -> 
feedback effect

Manipulate difficulty of association

Decrease in error making depending on 
the representation in mind

Exactly opposite effect on feedback level

Monitoring would be based on the 
feedback

System is not fully automatic -> shows 
flexibility


Awareness not needed 
ERN without awareness

Move eyes as quickly as possible to the 
target

Facilitate or interfere and look at ability to 
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select a target 


Partial error

Instead of only looking at key press, also looking at muscular activity in the finger

Motor activation for correct response vs for incorrect response vs partial error

Incorrect EMG = partial error

Negativity is also there for partial error


Agency not needed (observation errors) 
ERN when observing errors

System does not need you to be the one to make errors, you also observe errors 

Record EKG in the one performing the task, and the one observing

Activity is also found in the observer (with some delay)

Does it change depending on the relation? Working together causes stronger effect than 
competition


Parametric coding of error’s magnitude 
In real life you make obvious and subtle/mild mistakes

You can be partially wrong

Glasses create a mismatch between visual and motor system (often used to treat neglect)

In the beginning of a motor task, participants are very often wrong

With glasses you see your finger land next to the target -> after a while you adapt (visual 
plasticity)

When you take glasses of participants overshoot and en up on the other side of the target

Time of reference: when participants touch the screen

Ballistic pointing movement

Vision of the arm “blindfolded”

With prisms: deviation of 10 degrees towards the left

Without prisms -> deviation to the right

Prediction Error signal in the midbrain

Critic system allows you to update action value in the actor system, dopamine is responsible

Representation should be there before error negativity 

Dopamine is deep in the mid-brain and spreads to the rest of the brain (including ACC)


Some stimuli never lead to reward, other always lead to reward, some are probabilistic 

Monkey learns that, but in test fase there is a reward every time

Top condition: monkey doesn’t expect reward but gets one -> very surprise-> huge firing rate

Depending on probability the activity decreases

-> reflexing a deeper effect of the brain (prediction error)

Also shows flexibility and the importance of error


Negative emotion 
In analogy with conflict, error is associated with negative emotion, error implies negative 
consequences

Same effect as for conflict can be found for actions

Arrow turns green: push button as fast as possible

Don’t push if it’s blue, but if participants want to be quick, sometimes they will make an error

Introduce second task when there is an error: say if flashed word is positive/negative

Analyze accuracy for go/no go task and for emotional word task

Reaction times to respond to words

2 effects

- Slowing after error

- Priming: negative after error is faster (compared to positive after error), positive after fast hit is 

faster (compared to negative after fast hit)

Fast hit: it was a go trial and you were correct

Mistake: participants slow down

Interaction between valence of the word and type of action

Specific value is attached to the action (positive/negative)

Correct (goal conductive) -> positive (intrinsic pleasantness)

Incorrect (goal obstructive) -> negative (intrinsic unpleasantness)
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Emotion elicited primes for the word

Priming effect correlates with error negativity 

-> error negativity is also coding emotion

Those effects are not only driven by action, but also personality traits


Variation with internalized-externalized psychopathology 
ERN en externalizing/internalizing dimension


Hyper ERN with anxiety

Overactive ERN in anxiety driven by Apprehension

Hypo ERN with alcohol

Study on drunk students (control is placebo, done with the same people in different trials)

Record brain activity 

Error negativity decreases for drunk people 


3. Conclusions

Performance monitoring

- Representation of action

- Automatic 

- Flexible

- Prediction error

- Negative emotion

- Enhanced with anxiety

Dynamic and flexible model

1. “Feedback loop” enables action monitoring

2. “Representation” of action: current vs. expected; prediction signal

3. ERN can be used to trace or measure (action) monitoring

4. ERN is rapid and automatic (unconscious?), but also flexible (cf. transfer to feedback & fine-

grained coding of error magnitude)

5. Negativity of error captured by the ERN; early affective processing during monitoring

6. Provides an efficient coding of the action value as either good or bad, thereby fostering 

learning and adaptive goal-directed behaviour


Emotion regulation

1. Self-regulation vs emotion regulation

Unspecific dimensions 
Self-regulation

- Intrinsic

- Unconscious

- Automatic

- Implicit

- Proactive

- Mal-adaptive


Emotion regulation

- Extrinsic

- Conscious

- Controlled

- Explicit

- Reactive

- Adaptive  

Useful dimensions 
Self-regulation

- Development/Motivation (Walter Mischel/

Roy Baumeister)

- Capacity/Resources/Effort

- Sequence effects (ego depletion)

- “Marshmallow”


Emotion regulation

- Cognition/Clinical (James Gross)

- Processes

- Attention/Analysis/Interpretation

- Reappraisal 

Affective state can change how we monitor, but also the opposite
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We use cognition to control emotion

Self-regulation and emotion regulation belong to the same continuum, but studied in different 
fields of psychology

Self-regulation usually goes back to resources, to increase self control to solve conflict

Cognitive control is costly -> they no longer can exert self control

Self-regulation can be explicit and controlled

Development/motivation -> mostly research with kids

Resources are not unlimited -> ego depletion = too much effort for a while, they used all 
resources


2. Self-regulation -> self-control

Mismatch between two systems: take action

Instead of action monitoring, feedback loop can also be there for behavior in general

Incoming behavior can be different from previously received goal




Feedback loop principles

1. Motivation (decision balance)

2. Setting goals and making commitments (intentions)

3. Ability (internal outcome confidence)

4. Automated data capture

5. Feedback on performance

6. Reinforcement (booster)

Sometimes it is good to have a loose goal

You have to be willing to exert control (under pressure, tired, … feedback loop doesn’t work 
anymore)

Depleted -> feedback loop won’t work anymore


3. “Ego depletion” logic (“resources”)

The Expected Value of Control (EVC) model

Control is effortful/energy consuming (resources are limited)

You assume that later behavior can be predicted because you have used this feedback loop 
before

Consequence of depletion on behavior

Once conflict is detected, they need to allocate more attention, there is also a cost notion 


“Ego depletion” account

If all resources are consumed (depletion), then less control is available

Stanford Marshmallow experiment by Walter Mischel

Delayed gratification effect, kids really struggle to exert control


Depletion in laboratory conditions

Baumeister

Radish chocolate experiment

In the morning they asked participants when they came in to eat a bowl of radish, but there is a 
chocolate smell in the lab
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Second group has chocolate smell and gets to eat chocolate

No food control doesn’t eat and has no smell

They are provided pieces of a puzzle, make it as quickly and accurate as possible

Time they spend and how many attempts they made (this doesn’t work, try another way)

The puzzle actually can’t be solved

People given radish spend the least amount of time and effort

Radish is in conflict with chocolate and breakfast

There is no benefit of eating chocolate compared to control (no significant effects)


First task was to watch a video that was difficult to watch (surgery etc) and then do the stroop 
task

One group was told to suppress their emotion -> takes a lot of energy

After watching movie, you will be depleted 

General increase of reaction time in the suppression group, but they still show a congruence 
effect

When they make an error, their error negativity is smaller than control group -> they are not 
monitoring their behavior as much

You consume a lot of resources when you suppress

In both cases we see depletion


4. Emotion regulation -> cognition (“processes”)

Definition: emotion regulation is defined by both the intrinsic and extrinsic processes involved in 
monitoring, evaluating, and moderating of emotional responses.

1. Emotion and regulation are two different things

2. Regulation influences emotion, nit the other way around

3. First emotion, then regulation

4. Implication: emotion without regulation is possible

5. For some authors and models, emotion is less permeable to culture/norms than regulation


Emotion regulation at different levels

1. Need-oriented emotion regulation: hedonistic needs

(a) Turning attention away from negative information or towards positive information

(b) Interpretative biases

(c) Bodily activities such as binge eating or smoking


2. Goal-oriented emotion regulation: goal pursuits

(a) Distraction through cognitive load

(b) Cognitive reappraisal

(c) Bodily activities such as expressive suppression, response exaggeration, and venting


3. Person-oriented emotion regulation: maintenance of the global personality

(a) Attentional counterregulation

(b) Cognitive activities such as expressive writing or accessing autobiographical memories

(c) Bodily activities such as controlled breathing and progressive muscle relaxation


Distancing and reappraisal are sister techniques
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“The process model of emotion regulation”

According to James Gross a cascading effect


If you are forced to be in a situation, you can try to change the meaning = evaluation

“The spider isn’t actually that scary”

Elicitation is physiologically

3 strategies for 3 levels

Suppression is not that adaptive or effective

Situation -> attention -> appraisal -> response

- Situation selection

- Situation modification

- Attentional deployment

- Cognitive change

- Response modulation


Emotion Regulation Questionnaire (ERQ)

ERQ is very simple questionnaire (7 point Likert scale)

Some questions load on reappraisal, some on suppression

General score (how often you use emotional regulation) with 2 subscores (reappraisal and 
suppression)

Healthy strategy is to use them in a balanced way, not good to only use one strategy

Use strategy depending on the situation


Emotion regulation and psychotherapy

Suppression is frequent in patients


Emotuon regulation and psychophysiology

What happens when people suppress emotion?

Study by Gross

Partipants watch surgery videos, one group has to suppress, other group has no instructions

Higher scores for no suppression: more touching of the face, moving of the body, …

Suppression group blinks more, you can not control blinks, blink rate is measure of stress

Do you feel better when you suppress or when you don’t suppress?

Ratings aren’t different between groups

-> emotion regulation technique, but it’s ineffective

Subjective level does not have any gain

Skin conductance level/physiological arousal -> higher in suppression condition, even before 
movie begins
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Monitoring emotion comes with arousal -> arousal often comes with negative emotion

You block manifestation in your body, yet you are more aroused

No gain, side effects are problematic

Side effect of suppression on subsequent behavior

If all resources are consumed (depletion), then less control available


5. Time matters

Generic timing hypothesis


Even before it happens, you change the meaning of it

Suppression has no benefit on emotion

Each step is an iteration 

Reappraisal: you can keep emotional intensity at a lower level

Suppression: Already a high level of arousal, next time emotion comes you cannot sustain 
suppression 

Down-regulating emotions before they are “up and running” is always easier than down-regulating 
emotions once they have gathered force


6. Intensity matters

Primary may be so high that you want to avoid it, if emotion is manageable you can choose 
reappraisal

Distraction versus reappraisal depends on timing and intensity


Process specific timing hypothesis

Choice of strategy

Variables:

- Intensity

- Type of regulation

Participants watch stimuli, choose a strategy, apply and rewatch and then we measure valence, 
arousal, …

-> free to choose!

Manipulation of high and low arousing images

Low emotional intensity -> people choose reappraisal

High emotional intensity/ intensive shock -> people use distraction


7. Distancing

Artificially create more distance -> form of reappraisal

Distancing is used a lot nowadays

Different ways to increase distance
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Forms of Distancing as Applied to Emotion Downregulation

- Spatial: The user downregulates an emotional response by taking a perspective that is more 

spatially distant from the stimulus

- Temporal: The user downregulates an emotional response by taking a perspective in which the 

stimulus is more distant in time.

- Objective: The user downregulates an emotional response by taking an objective perspective. 

This perspective is often linked to an imagined observer, who may be a generic neutral party or 
a contextually appropriate professional, such as a clinical, investigator, or reporter.


- Hypothetical: The user down regulated an emotional response by taking a perspective in which 
the stimulus represents a hypothetical scenario as opposed to reality.


Prior to the experiment: ‘I am here in my [‘Special Place’], feeling safe and comfortable. Those 
emotions out there cannot reach me here. Nothing bothers me.’’

+ relaxation + 1 week exercise/practice.

During the experiment: Anxiety (shock) vs. No anxiety (safe) 

Regulation vs. Focus on emotion

Interaction effect

When shocks and people use distancing -> less negative emotion 

No significant change when emotion regulation (vs no regulation) when no shocks

Physiology changes (heart rate, skin conductance level and subjective anxiety change differently)


8. Reappraisal

Participants encounter emotional stimuli, 3 conditions

- Increase reappraisal

- Decrease reappraisal

- Pay attention to (maintain)

Mostly subjective effects

Decrease -> lowest rating of unpleasantness 

Reappraisal does not often lead to beneficial effects on the physiology


9. Suppression

3 conditions

- View 

- Suppress

- Distraction (load/math)

Low intensity vs high intensity images
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Emotionality is highest when you don’t apply any strategy

Suppression has little benefit, but not as much as distraction

Also measure brain activity

Biggest activity is for view condition (big emotional response)

Largest gain is for distraction


Meta analysis on all emotion regulation studies (190 studies)

Mean effect size found for attention allocation vs reallocation or suppression

Highlighted most important

Suppression doesn’t work

Reappraisal is effective, distraction also has a positive effect


10. Conclusions

Conclusions 

1. Emotion regulation and self-regulation are different

2. Emotion regulation can be conceived as a goal-directed process

3. Target (and measure) is often feelings, but the strategy could be focused on another 

component (stimulus, evaluation or response)

4. There are different emotion regulation strategies

5. Suppression is not adaptive

6. Distancing can be dissociated from reappraisal

7. Choice of strategy can be explained by several factors/moderators: time and intensity 

(context, flexibility).

8. Reappraisal and distancing are effective (subjective level/feelings); suppression not/less


Part III: Conclusions 
Physiology of emotions

1. Introduction

Differentiation -> physiological responses


Physical respons remains unspecific

Parasympathetic is opposite from sympathetic-> balance


2. Periphery (ANS)

Don’t overlap, co-exist, but do target a lot of the same organs

Sympathetic in the thoracic vertebra, parasympathetic in cranial and sacral
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Multitude of measures

Which measures and why


Facial expression 
Facial Electro-myography (EMG)

Measure zygomaticus and corrugator

Corrugator mostly responds to anger

Orbicularis differentiates between real and fake smile

EMG while watching happy/angry faces

Zygomaticus strongly reacts to happy, corrugator to angry

-> allows you to make claims about valence!


Electrodermal 
Skin conductance level (SCL)

Electrodes on fingers that aren’t used by the task (or feet)

Measure change within parasympathetic influence (periphery)

Response following a specific stimulus (SCR)

Participants fo a boring visual tasks, push button when stimulus had a specific orientation

Very unpleasant noise trough headphones

-> arousal

BT = bodily threat (loud noise)

In BT condition people sweat

PST = Physiological threat (negative feedback)

They know how well they did compared to other people (mental threats, ruminative)

-> should not make you sweat

Increase in SCL in BT condition compared to PST

SCR: immediately after sound/feedback

Each time after sound, there is habituation

Important to take habituation into account 

-> randomization if trials, use new CS+ to pair the US with

Measure habituates quickly

Sympathetic effect


Measures Reveals Pros Cons

Galvanic skin Response (GSR or EDA)

Conductivity of 
skin (sweat 
glands)

- Level of physiological 
arousal (indicator of 
emotional intensity)

- Easy setup 

- Inexpensive

- Easily understood

- Response lags stimulus

- Sensitive to fitment, motion

- Requires baseline

- Data processing

Pupil dilation

Change in pupil 
diameter

- Level of physiological 
arousal


- Cognitive load

- Non-contact, stealthy

- Built into Tobii Pro eye 

trackers (sync’d data)

- Must control brightness of 
room, test stimuli


- Requires baseline

Facial Electromyography (fEMG)

Facial muscle 
activity

- Emotional valence

- Emotional intensity

- Sensitive to subtle 
signals


- Strong research bias

- Sensitive to electrode 
placement


- Facial hair may interfere

- Requires data filtration, 

processing

Heart Rate (HRV, ECG, plethysmograph

Pulse rate - Level of physiological 
arousal

- Easy to set up and 
use, often included 
with GSR systems


- Inexpensive

- Sensitive to electrode 
placement
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Cardiac

Heart rate (HR)

Parasympathetic effect

“Freezing” (Fear bradycardia)

-> excellent measure for fear

Heart rate slows down under threat 

CS+ makes you freeze 

In animals you see this a lot, if you give them shocks, they freeze (don’t run away)

-> increased sampling of the environment

Heart rate increases under stress and negative emotion


Heart Rate Variability (HRV)

Instead of mean, you look at standard deviation

Change over time

Different waves respond to different activity in 
the heart

R wave is the most prominent: electric signal 
through ventrikels 

How does the distance between them change?

Measure adds to heart rate

Under rest/normal the HRV is steady

Under stress it is very chaotic

Adapt to change: increase variability

HRV is measure of flexibility

People who don’t adapt easily, don’t show this HRV

RR: interbeat interval 

In rest: very steady

Stress: decrease of RR -> spending up of heartbeat

Recover a little bit, start to regulate -> decrease again

HRV strongly related to health, depression


Eye-related

Pupil dilation

Size of pupil is modulated by arousal and ENS

The Locus Coeruleus-Norephinepherine (LC-NE) system (release norepinephrine)

Activity goes up -> dilation of the pupil

Arousal is unspecific state, neurotransmitters go everywhere
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Yerkes-Dodson relationship

Effect is flexible and fine-tuned

Inverse U-relationshup between arousal and performance

Attentive, but not too stressed shows best behavior

Correlate pupil size with change in performance




Invest attention to solve conflict

Pupil size increases with effort allocation

Study: physical effort, squeeze a ball

Some trials it’s easy, sometimes you have to squeeze really intensively

Size of pupil is slow in time

-> few seconds later

Pupil size change depends on effort (larger when more effort)

-> almost lineair

Need a long interval between trial


Startle (blink) reflex

Facial EMG (around the eye)

For example unexpected loud noise -> (almost) blink

You want to protect your body, also eyes, so you have a tendency to close your eyes when you 
are startled 

Orbicularis oculi

Valence of startling stimuli matters

Blink magnitude is higher for unpleasant stimuli -> louder startle blink reflex


Spontaneous eye blink rate (EBR)

When you suppress emotion, you blink more

Rate of eye blink depends on dopamine

Relationship between DA receptor availability and blink rate

Effects of systematic DA manipulation on blink rate

Basal ganglia release dopamine everywhere, especially the frontal cortex (responsible for motor 
behavior)

Animals with more dopamine blink more

Also try with pharmacological manipulations 

More dopamine -> more blinking

Less dopamine -> less blinking

Not a direct measure, but blinking can tell us about the dopamine in the brain

Under suppression -> arousal -> dopamine is released
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Emotion effects but poor differentiation

Can’( say something about which emotion based on HR, HRV, …

HR changes the most with anger, but it’s not diagnostic with anger, it also changes with sadness 
…

Measures are clustered, you can’t differentiate between them (similar effects for all emotions)


3. Central (CNS)

CNS (central) vs. ANS (periphery)

Methods 

- MEG

- TMS

- Neuro-psychologe

- SPECT

- PET

- fMRI

- iEEG

- EEG


EEG: 

Signal is very noisy, not much consistency

Evoked potential: irrespective of the noise

Jittered activity goes away after averaging

Compute how many oscillations you have in a wave

Control: mostly effects on the induced level, not the evoked level
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ERP = Event Related Potential

Early waves reflect sensory processing

Later components relate to cognitive 
processing


Evaluation

Early Posterior Negativity (EPN) & Late 
Positive Potential (LPP)

Emotional stimuli increase activity in 
EPN timeframe

Emotion trigger louder activity in LPP

-> both reflect emotional processing

LPP: you elaborate on it

EPN: negativity on the back of the 
brain

LPP: positivity central of the brain

2 stages where the brain is sensitive to emotion, irrespective to the modality you use (in which 
format you show the stimuli)


Regulation

Late Positive Potential (LPP) often also seen as a marker of emotion regulation

String of letters -> fixation cross -> negative/neutral stimuli -> what were the letters?

3 conditions:

- View

- Suppress

- Calculate (distraction)

Load: easy/difficult letter task

At about 500 ms there is a huge difference between conditions

Amplitude is much larger when you do an easy letter task and are shown a negative stimulus

Low load, neutral pictures -> reduced activity

Emotional effect is modulated by load

High load is even more decreased 

LPP should decrease when calculating, loudest effect when viewing


Control

- Gamma: 30-100+ Hz (fast oscillations)

- Beta: 12-30 Hz

- Alpha: 8-12 Hz

- Theta: 4-7 Hz

- Delta: 0-4 Hz

-> decomposition of EEG signal

EEG includes all these oscillations (complex signal)


Frontal midline theta (FMT)

Increase in theta to solve conflict, novelty, punishment, when we see conflict, when we make 
errors


4. Conclusions

Conclusions

1. Periphery (ANS) vs Central (CNS) emotional effects

— periphery —

2. Arousal/activation/effort is often measured at the periphery level (but a few exceptions though: 

facialEMG)

3. HR and HRV are different; HRV related to fleixibilty/adaptability

4. Differentiation (ANS) is weak

5. Tonic (e.g. anxiety, stress) vs. Phasic effects (e.g. fear) considered

6. Sometimes, link with specific neurotransmitter systems is possible (e.g. pupil/NE vs. SEBR/

DA)

— central —

7. Emotion information processing with visual ERPs
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8. Evaluation (EPN) vs. regulation (LPP)

9. Cognitive control (FMT)



Brain imaging of emotion

1. Introduction: Amygdala

Key structure localized deep in the brain

Amygdala vs. Hippocampus 

Anatomy is very different, but next to it

Amygdala broadcasts emotional info

Can project to regions which are far away

Connections between amygdala and visual cortex

= inferior longitudinal fascilculus

Projections are not random, very organized 

Nuclei are connected to parts of visual cortex

Same connections can be found for motorcortex, auditory 
cortex and somatosensoric cortex


Amygdala is old (phylogeny) and includes several nuclei 

Conservation across many species

Looks very similar in different animals

-> organisation is preserved

We can study amygdala using animal models

13 different nuclei

Study specific nuclei, never the amygdala as such


Ideal anatomy for S-R associations, and their 
modulation

Information enters amygdala via lateral nuclei (Lat) 
and then goes to other nuclei

Baso-lateral (BL) nuclei

Exits via central nuclei (CO)

1 to 1 mapping between nuclei and incoming 
stimulus, in-between and outgoing response

In animals you can really tease apart the different 
nuclei


Top-down regulation possible

Location makes the amygdala a central structure 
that can be regulated by the frontal cortex


Pavlovian conditioning

During fear conditioning, amygdala is key

Association between neutral CS and US

-> CS elicits emotional response

Differential conditioning:

CS+: paired with US

CS-: unpaired with US

Habituation (CS+ alone)

Conditioning (CS+/US)

Extinction (CS+ alone)

In second phase, unlearn that CS is aversive


Causal evidence for amygdala involvement 

Lesions in the amygdala of animals (central nuclei)

No fear responses before conditioning in either group

Significant fear responses after conditioning in the control group

No fear responses after conditioning in the lesion group


First fMRI studies in 1988

Fear conditioning with fMRI (Büchel C et al, 1988)
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-> fear conditioning under scanner -> activation in amygdala

Both studies found same results independently

Conditioning without awareness (Morris et al, 1988)


Amygdala vs VMPFC

Ventro-medial prefrontal cortex is able to show extinction

Sweating is predicted by VMPFC


2. Affect program: Amygdala as fear module

S -> evaluatie/categorizatie -> R

1. Basic emotion theories


Characteristics with distinguish basic emotions from one another and from other affective 
phenomena (Ekman)

1. Distinctive universal signals

2. Distinctive physiology

3. Automatic appraisal, tuned to:

4. Distinctive universals in antecedent events

5. Distinctive appearance developmentally

6. Presence in other primates

7. Quick onset

8. Brief duration

9. Unbidden occurrence

10. Distinctive thoughts, memories images

11. Distinctive subjective experience

Amygdala may be responsible for one basic emotion: fear


Subcortical fear processing

In case of fear, you need to react quickly, process quickly

Via Superior Colliculus (SC) and Pulvinar, to Amygdala (shortcut in case of fear)

Anatomy of visual cortex:




Fear

Lesions of the amygdala: patients had trouble recognizing fear (emotional faces by Ekman)

Patient SM046: Urbach-Wiethe disease

Very rare disease


Selectieve bilaterale verkalking (calcified) van de amygdala (aangeboren)

Patient SM can’t process fear


Amygdala is core “Fear Module”
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Stimulus awareness not needed (backward masking)

Face as a whole or parts?

Fearful eyes -> manipulated only the eyes

People saw only eyes (fearful/happy)

Masked by a face

Higher activation for fearful eyes compared to happy


Disgust -> insula

Anger -> ventral striatum

Happiness -> mesolimbic stratum (etc.)

Sadness -> rostral cingulate




This model is too easy


3. Constructivist: Amygdala for arousal

2. Constructivist emotion theories

Dimensions


 

Arousal or valence?
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-> two axis, compound

Arousal = amygdala

Valence = orbitofrontal cortex

No amygdala, no attentional blink for arousing stimuli


4. Appraisal: Amygdala as relevance detector

Appraisal


“Spontaneous” evaluation

Ambiguous/surprised face: participants judge how positive/negative it is

-> a lot of variance

Participants who evaluate more valence have higher activation of the amygdala

Contextualization

She just saw her boyfriend win the race

She just saw her boyfriend hit by the car

-> bias the evaluation

Activation only for the face preceded by the negative context


No amygdala, no use of eye information 

Healthy subjects use the eyes for information about fear

Patient SM does not look at the eyes, for happiness she does look at the mouth (same as healthy)

Not a fear deficit, but a deficit to go to the correct part of the face

-> if explicitly asked to look at the eyes, she does recognize it


5. Conclusions

Conclusions

1. Amygdala is “special” (location, structure, and function)

2. Is undoubtedly involved in emotional (visual) processing

3. Depending on the theory put forward, is involved in:


- Fear (module)

- Arousal (dimension)

- Relevance (appraisal)


4. Hence, no simple or direct mapping between structure and psychological/emotional process

5. Need for network analyses where amygdala is just one unit, besides other ones


General conclusions

- Emotion is an appraisal of the situation or event (elicitation): it is based on a “data base look-

up”, core affect/dimensions (arousal and valence), or relevance.

- This appraisal can influence cognition, and these effects can be revealed using specific tasks or 

experimental paradigms in psychology:

- Attention (priority map influenced)

- Cognitive control (conflict is aversive and effort+reward needed to process it)

- Performance/error monitoring (changes of the feedback loop)


- We can “reversely” use cognition to alter this appraisal (i.e. regulation), by means of attention 
(distraction), reappraisal, distancing or suppression.


- At the physiological level, we van use specific markers to explore this appraisal and how 
cognition can change it. This can be achieved at the peripheral (cardiac, facial, ocular or 
electrodermal) or central (EEG or imaging) level.


Outstanding question: are cognition and emotion separate entities during information processing, 
or instead two sides of the same coin?
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